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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
In this issue of the Village Magazine the front cover picture was kindly
sent in by Julie Baker. The photograph was taken from the top of the church
tower.
It shows the old school that burnt down in the 1940s (I think!) and was,
eventually, replaced with the building which is there today (the school has been
extended since the rebuild)
The new school opened in 1960/61. The primary school children of
Hawkchurch were bused into Axminster until new school was built.
This picture also shows the old chapel as well. Note the large field on the
left of picture where South Glebe and Old Vicarage now stand. Behind chapel to
left is the (now) playing field covered in little hayricks or such. Also worth noting is
the large "double hedge" that runs from the chapel towards the school. This was
known as "rope walk". Probably because they may have made rope through here
in the 1700s. All local hearsay!!

Please let me know if you like this publication. I can be contacted through
Facebook or through https://hawkchurch.org/amenities send in jokes, poems,
stories, old pictures of the village and village occasions. Come on lets share those
happy occasions.
Stay safe everyone.
Floss

ANGELA DUDLEY WRITES
In 1954, Philip Larkin wrote a poem called ‘Churchgoing’, where he ponders why
he bothered to stop and visit a church (selected parts only) …..

Yet stop I did: in fact I often do,
And always end much at a loss like this,
Wondering what to look for; wondering too,
When churches fall completely out of use
What shall we turn them into, if we shall keep ….
Their parchment, plate, and pyx in locked cases,
And let the rest rent-free to rain and sheep.
Shall we avoid them as unlucky places ?
This special shell. For, though I’ve no idea
What this accoutred frowsty barn s worth,
It pleases me to stand in silence here;
A serious house on serious earth it is,
In whose blent air all our compulsions meet,
Are recognised and robed as destinies.
And that much never can be obsolete,
Since someone will forever be surprising
A hunger in himself to be more serious,
And gravitating with it to this ground,
Which, he once heard, was proper to grow wise in ….
His conclusion seems to be that people will always be drawn to churches,
both literally and spiritually, if only because so many people before them have
been drawn there … and that they have a special place in our lives as a proper
place ‘to grow wise in’.
Lets hope that our own church will be ‘open’ once again soon.

Yarty Ward Report – April 2020; Cllr. Paul Hayward
Dear Yarty Ward residents.
Sadly, very little to report on the District Council front as no meetings are
being held, virtual or otherwise, at the moment and the vast majority of the
officers time is being used to support our communities and ensure that front-line
services continue, as far as possible, uninterrupted. It is hoped that “remotely
held” meetings will resume shortly so that the business of Council can continue,
albeit in a slightly different way.
Other Councils, both in Devon and elsewhere across the UK, have met in
such a manner and – after a few teething troubles – it seems like the best way to
maintain the democratic process and keep Councillors “in the loop”
Some of my colleagues have advocated shelving all meetings until
September, and leaving all decision making – including planning – to the officers.
I do not share that view. It is imperative that Councillors meet – albeit safely – to
continue to scrutinise, challenge and improve how we deliver services to the
people of East Devon.
In other news, the District Council has responsibility for administering all
of the financial schemes announced by HM Treasury in recent weeks and I would
urge anyone who believes that they are eligible to make enquiries (if you haven't
been contacted already) and avail yourself of these funds designed to soften the
blow of CV-19 and its impact on our economy and community. This applies to
businesses which could be eligible for the Small Business grants, pubs and shops
which cannot open due to the current “lockdown” restrictions, but also to the many
village halls in our area which may be able to obtain financial assistance at a time
when their revenue stream has all but dried up. It just takes a phone call to find
out more…
For residents, there is help too. If you are struggling with monthly bills,
then please call the Council Tax helpline and explain your situation. They may be
able to offer deferred payments. Most of our towns and villages have established
“help-groups” to offer support – financial, logistical and emotional – to anyone in
need.
I am delighted to be involved with ACER – Axminster Community
Emergency Response – but I am heartened to know that, across Yarty ward, help
is readily available to anyone who needs it. Our communities come into their own
at times like this, when we look after our neighbours, care for strangers and offer
support to those we didn’t know before.
My colleagues and I are supporting these community schemes aimed to
provide resilience and response to those in the greatest of need and, as always, I
am just a phone call away (or contactable by email).
For further updates, please refer to your Parish Council website,
information page, social media feed etc.
Together, we will get through this; supporting one another, whatever the
need.

As the incredible Captain Tom Moore recently said “For those finding it
difficult; the sun will shine on you again and the clouds will go away…”
Kindest regards
Cllr. Paul Hayward, Yarty Ward Councillor (07711 929227)

Hawkchurch Community Shop Greetings, Shoppers:
It’s June already. How did that happen? Amazing how time flies when
you are having fun. I don’t know about you, but my social calendar is bursting at
the seams, what with phone calls, Face Time, Zoom and What’s App. Add on the
daily stagger up the lane with my dog, who of course has to sniff every blade of
grass and attempt to eat the tractor droppings when he thinks he can get away
with it, my daily entries into the exercise book that serves as a page a day diary
where I list when I wash my hair, feed my washing machine etc. in case I forget
and before you know it that’s another day gone.
Those days sometimes feel as if they are rolling into one. I like the sunny
days best. The first item I look at in the magazine is the approx. rainfall for
Hawkchurch that the excellent David Moss provides us with. I have a request,
David. Is there any chance of you recording the actual day that it rains so that I
don’t forget that as well?
Technology is playing a big part in the lives of those who are fortunate to
be able to access it. This magazine is now delivered to you online but if you know
of anyone who doesn’t have access to the internet, we have copies of it in the
Shop for you take to them. For some folk, being able to use the technology is a
steep learning curve. Maybe you know someone who you could phone to help
them through a simple step by step process to get them started. Of course, the
technology is a second best for proper social contact We all need to be patient
with that one!
Even though the hustle and bustle of Market Day in Axminster seems like a world
away I am very pleased to report that many of you are visiting our Shop, obeying
the rules and keeping your social distance, which means that you can wave and
smile to each other from afar. I use the word, “report”, because it is what my
colleagues working there have told me. I have been self- isolating since 16
March.
They did send me a much, appreciated photo of the Shop the other day and I am
getting my once a week order delivered to my home. If you are in the same boat
as me, please remember that all our Shop and CHART volunteers are there for
you.
Here are the contact details that you need.
SHOP
Please place Shop orders either:
 by phone 01297 678 999.
 online at https://hawkchurch.org/shop-home/shop-orders/



If you are likely to place a regular order, then please place a repeat
order at least 48 hours in advance. This gives us a better view of
demand and helps us match supplies.

CHART
For general enquiries or requests for help:
Phone: Ann Nolan 01297 678 613 Chris Baigent 678 340 Mollie Hemens 678
301
Email: hawkchurch1@outlook.com
If you are in the vulnerable group or self-isolating, as well as offering you
a general small amount shopping service from shops in the local area, CHART
volunteers can collect and deliver prescriptions/medications for you, post your
letters, offer telephone support, or offer other forms of help that you think you may
need.
Beware of fraudsters. Do not make ANY payments to ANYONE that
have not been arranged by your CHART or Shop Coordinator.
Stay safe, stay well.
We are here for you. Hawkchurch stands united in this fight.

Hawkchurch Film Nights by Chris Andrews
As the lockdown continues, I thought I'd give you a few pointers to
finding films and film-related content at home, either on Freeview and online,
without having to subscribe to pay-TV :
BBC i-Player - currently showing such classics as Citizen Kane, Bringing
Up Baby, Brief Encounter and, more recent stalwarts such as Educating Rita,
Darkest Hour, Made in Dagenham and The King's Speech. Also a couple of
chillers for horror aficionados : George Romero's zombie classic The Night of the
Living Dead and the utterly terrifying Paranormal Activity (maybe not
recommended if you're self-isolating!). My pick is The Lunchbox, a beautifullyplayed bitter-sweet romance set in Mumbai, starring the recently-deceased Irrfan
Khan (Life of Pi, Slumdog Millionaire).
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/categories/films/a-z?page=1
All 4 - Recent Oscar winner Moonlight, Ken Loach's Sweet Sixteen and
the Merchant-Ivory classic A Room with a View are just some of the good films
currently available; I recommend Nowhere Boy, a wonderful film about John
Lennon's early life starring Aaron Johnson, who got on so well with director Sam
Taylor that they are now happily married.
https://www.channel4.com/categories/film
YouTube has a dedicated channel showing nearly 50 free full-length
British films, from cult favourites like Quadrophenia and Danny Boyle's
debut Shallow Grave to all-time classics like Zulu and A Night to Remember
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKJizvXXTkp5jTRZXjh9V8ik66SNHW9iP
&app=desktop
Explore the British Film Institute's vast archive
https://player.bfi.org.uk/free

You can also sign up to BFI Player free and then choose from an great
selection of recent films such as 1917, Misbehaviour, Ordinary Love and Sorry
We Missed You to stream from £4.50
https://player.bfi.org.uk/rentals/new
or subscribe to an even wider selection of classic and cult films from across the
decades for £4.99 a month (14-day free trial).
https://player.bfi.org.uk/subscription
Curzon Home Cinema allows you to watch a film for free when you sign
up for membership, before delving into their terrific collection of current and
classic on-demand films - no membership fee and their back catalogue is very
reasonably priced
https://www.curzonhomecinema.com/
And finally, don't forget Talking Pictures (Freeview channel 81), a
treasure trove of vintage films - unfortunately you are slave to the schedules here,
as there's no catch-up or online facility as far as I can see, but I've watched at
least one film a week on this channel since the lockdown started (This Happy
Breed, A Taste of Honey, The Go-Between for example) - wonderful stuff!
https://talkingpicturestv.co.uk/
Moving away from films, also on YouTube is National Theatre Live, a
free re-run of some acclaimed recent theatrical productions. There's a new play
every Thursday from 7pm, available for a week. Tom Hiddleston in Coriolanus is
coming up in June.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUDq1XzCY0NIOYVJvEMQjqw
The Old Vic is also belatedly getting in on the act, with re-runs of plays
starting on 5th June (changing weekly thereafter) with A Monster Calls.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmh6MmjVkAnzTNyKHIIOruw?utm_source=
wordfly&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ECYourOldVicgeneral&utm_content=version_A&promo=14622
I hope you find something of interest from the above. Happy
viewing! Take care of yourselves and hopefully see you back at the village hall
before too long.
Best wishes from Penny, Jacky, Paul and me Chris Andrews

IT SHOULDN’T HAPPEN TO A WIFE By Di Wilkinson
Looking back, all the signs and portents were there when we got
engaged. Now I ask you, what self-respecting fiancée-to-be puts her engagement
ring into a bank security box for safe keeping, thinking that it was a box of insect
microscope slides! I must admit that I didn't know I was a fiancée-in-waiting, I
just thought my boyfriend asked me to deposit the slides for safe keeping for his
university finals exams a couple of months later. He lived in student
accommodation on campus and didn't trust the cleaner not to damage them in

her whirlwind whip round. That was January 1963 and we became engaged
when he slipped the ring on my finger during the April Easter Day service, much
to the relief of my parents.
Having asked for my father's permission to marry me in the
previous November, they hadn't a clue what was going on and were rather
anxious to put it mildly!; but I was blissfully unaware. Chris had planned to travel
from his home in Devon to celebrate New Year 1963 with me in London and get
engaged. However, the weather gods thought otherwise and all transport,
including trains, was fouled up because of very bad weather and lots of snow. So
arriving in London mid-January, with hard work ahead for the looming finals,
Chris decided to postpone our engagement until Easter, but didn't tell my
parents - how thoughtful of him!
The September wedding went well, without many hitches, and we set off
on our honeymoon in Jersey, geared up with butterfly nets, killing jars, various
other bits of entomological paraphernalia and wellie boots, as one does.
We flew back to Exeter where, quaking 9in our boots, the customs
officer called us to one side and went through our bags. To our amazement he
had spotted the wellies attached to our rucksacks and decided to take a look. An
hour later he let us go; he was an amateur entomologist and fascinated with the
insect specimens we had brought back. We then took a taxi to begin married life
in Yeovil, living in a top flat of a private hotel run by an elderly domineering
dragon and her pliant daughter. Within three months we had found a house to
rent.....
PIRATES AHOY!
An extract from Rachel
Woodard’s (Mackenzie) Memoirs.
I was born in a vicarage at Horsell, near
Woking Surrey, where my father was the vicar.
I was the first child of four, and had many
adventures with my next brother Robert.
When we were eleven and nine years old we went up the Church Tower
and looked at the view. We used to do this quite often, one day while we were up
there we pretended we were on a ship, Rob suggested that we turn it into a pirate
ship, so I went home and painted a skull and crossbones in black on a white
pillowcase. Rob pulled it up on a flagpole where it fluttered merrily for all to see.

Soon, a crowd gathered below, and eventually it was reported to Dad. He
called up at us to bring it down immediately! We tried but it was too light in weight
to bring itself down by gravity, and we pulled the rope to the top without keeping
an end to bring it down!
Mr Boyett, the sexton, was called and- swearing and cursing the Vicarage
children - he tried, to no avail, to bring it down. He then, sweating profusely by
now, fetched up a ladder; but leaning it on the flagpole it would twist and turn. We
were sent to get our parents and watch from the garden (Dad wouldn’t watch) as
my very brave mother with Dad’s rod and fishing hook went up the ladder, with Mr
Boyett trying to hold it steady.
Meanwhile the crowd, watching in suspense and uttering muffled cries of
fear, were joined by photographers from the local papers.
Mum had several tries, casting from her precarious position and in a
breeze, and soon managed to catch the pillowcase and bring it down.
Claps and cries of delight erupted as she finally emerged at the front of
the church.
More photos (Dad stayed hidden in his study). The local Woking and
Surrey newspapers came out with headlines: “brave vicar’s wife saves St
Mary’s Church, Horsell, from pirates!”

Another photograph sent in by Julie Baker. Of the old chapel that was at the top
of the village. Located immediately above Windwhistle, it is now the site of two
garages. The walls are the old chapel. It was pulled down in the early 1960s.

Fuel Thefts - East Devon
Motorists urged to be vigilant.
Police in East Devon have issued a warning to motorists, urging people to
report suspicious activity to them, after a spate of fuel thefts from motor vehicles.
There has been an increase in reports of fuel thefts since the beginning of April,
including nine incidents in Sidmouth and Sidbury and three in Honiton and
Gittisham.
On each occasion the thief has drilled a hole in the fuel tank to syphon its
contents. Sergeant Roy Hutter, said: “These thefts have been from cars parked
both on the roadside and in car parks. We would urge people to park their cars as
publically as possible and make sure they are secured. “There is also concern
that fuel is leaking on to the roads and parking spaces during the extraction
process, causing the surface of the ground to become slippery and therefore
presenting a hazard to pedestrians and cyclists as well as a skidding risk to motor
vehicles. “Due to petrol being a highly flammable substance, we are also
concerned about the fire hazard this crime could pose. “We would urge anyone
who sees any suspicious activity, or suspicious persons, to report information to
us.” Witnesses, or anyone with any information about these crimes, are asked to
contact police on 101 or by emailing 101@dc.police.uk, quoting crime reference
CR/033798/20.

update (22 May)

Three simple steps you can take to
ensure you travel safely as the
lockdown eases
No one sets out to cause a crash when they take to the road, yet an
easing of Covid-19 restrictions last weekend was marred across Devon and
Cornwall by a series of serious injuries and deaths on the region’s highways. Now
partners committed to making Devon and Cornwall’s roads safer are urging
motorists to take some practical steps to ensure they have a trouble-free journey
and to relieve pressure on the NHS.
South West Peninsular Road Safety Partnership (SWPRSP) members remain
very concerned about the number of serious collisions that have taken place in

recent weeks and the change in traffic patterns as lockdown regulations are
eased. Over five days immediately after the easing of restrictions there were six
people either killed or seriously injured on the roads in Devon and Cornwall.
The partnership has asked road users to do the following:
Check your vehicle – your vehicle may not have been used for several
weeks. There are a number of simple checks which you can make to avoid a
breakdown. The acronym FORCES, which stands for Fuel, Oil, Rubber, Coolant,
Electrics and Screenwash, will remind you of the important areas to look out for.
For more detailed advice see motoring organisations’ websites.
Take your time – if you have been out occasionally then you may have
become used to roads that are considerably quieter than usual. Data compiled by
the partnership shows that the number of vehicles going 15mph or more above
the speed limit has increased when the roads are quietest. Your driving skills
might also be rusty.
Be more observant – Traffic levels are increasing once again and more
people are walking and cycling than usual. Ensure you are not distracted from the
task of driving and look out for these vulnerable road users - they are more
vulnerable and need your help to remain safe
The partnership is made up of a number of organisations, from air ambulance
trusts to local authorities and emergency services, who are committed to cutting
the number of deaths and serious injuries in half in the next decade.
More on our website: devonandcornwall-pcc.gov.uk
Here's another photograph, this time looking
towards the church from
the bottom of Wytch
Green, long before any of
the bungalows were built.
You can see the buildings
that belong to the corn
merchant GC Hayball.
Now
Derek
Cowlings
Yard. The gable end of a
building, behind the shed,
just right of centre, in the
distance, is the village hall
before
that
was
extended. (1977). This
gives you an idea of where
the shop is today!!!

Hello- let me introduce myself…….
I’m a new born virus, C19 I’m named
Don’t know where I came from but know I can’t be tamed
I need to get inside you and eat your lungs away
To stop you getting oxygen and keep you still all day
I’m hoping you’re a young one or middle aged at best
So when I have you hot enough you’re easy to digest
But even if you’re getting old I really do not care
‘Cos well aged on the outside means inside medium rare
And when I’ve had enough of you and need a new venue
I’ll wait until you cough or sneeze to take my leave of you.
Goodbye -nice eating you!!!!!

Local planning application and decisions
20/0481/FUL. Orchard House Hawkchurch EX13 5XD. Construction of
detached garage. Approved with conditions 20/04/2020
20/0861/FUL. Land east of Brimley Cottage Hawkchuch. Construction of
Building (partially retrospective) for mixed use comprising agricultural and
ancillary residential storage. Application date: 07/05/2020. Awaiting decision.
20/0879/LBC 20/0878/FUL Castle House Hawkchurch EX13 5UA
Demolition of range of outbuildings and replacement with one storage building
and the insulation of casement doors to house annex. Application date:
04/05/2020. Awaiting decision.
20/0679/FUL Building at Berry lane, Barcombe Farm, Hawkchurch.
Demolition of barn and re-construction of a single dwelling including installation of
package treatment plant. Application date 07/04/2020 awaiting decision.
20/0441/CPE Loughrigg Blackpool Corner Axminster EX135UJ Continued
stationing of a log cabin mobile home within residential garden. Application date
02/03/2020 Application refused 12 05/2020

HAWKCHURCH BIRD SURVEY By Pat Darch
Results: 12 households from diﬀerent parts of the village took part
in the survey and the results are shown on the separate attachment.
These would seem to tally with recent RSPB surveys, in that numbers
have increased for goldﬁnch and great spotted woodpecker because of
garden feeders, and decreased for swallows, house martins and swifts,
which are insect feeders and facing increasing diﬃculties along their
migration routes. The high numbers of rooks, jackdaws and carrion crows

would be expected in our farming landscape. People have remarked on a
greater presence of song thrush this year and it’s good to see
greenﬁnches make a comeback after suﬀering from disease.
Thanks to everyone who took part.
1. Egyptian hat with a small insect.
2. The dark in a pot.
3. Crusader caught in a storm.
4. A cereal with decoration.
5. Ringlet with a place of convenience.
6. Husks of a small measure.
7. A mad person in an opening.
8. Short periodical with a formula.
9. Completed with a rap.
10.Small piece in an old vessel.
11.Knave in an opening.
12.Short family relation.

Here are the answers to the quiz:
Pheasant
Nightjar
Nightingale
Corn Bunting
Curlew
Chaﬃnch
Nuthatch
Magpie
Dunnock
Bittern
Jackdaw
Siskin

SUVEY RESULTS
Blackbird
Blue Tit
Buzzard
Chiffchaff
Collared Dove
Dunnock
Goldfinch
Great Tit
Green Woodpecker
House Sparrow
Jackdaw
Magpie
Meadow Pipit
Nuthatch
Pied Wagtail
Reed Bunting
Rook
Song Thrush
Starling
Swift
Willow Warbler
Wren
Mallard

32
28
6
0
4
7
26
14
2
33
21
4
0
6
3
0
46
7
7
1
0
6
2

Blackcap
Bullfinch
Chaffinch
Coal Tit
Carrion Crow
Goldcrest
Great Spotted Woodpecker
Greenfinch
Grey Wagtail
House Martin
Longtailed Tit
Marsh Tit
Mistle Thrush
Pheasant
Raven
Robin
Siskin
Sparrow Hawk
Swallow
Tree Creeper
Wood Pigeon
Jay
Goose (flying overhead)

0
6
18
12
7
0
13
8
0
7
1
0
0
5
2
15
0
0
19
1
19
1
1

